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ABSTRACT
Malware is the intrusive program that affects computer operation and sensitive information of the host system. The objective is to protect such data and prevent malware from injecting fake keystroke into host network stack. The new technique cryptographic provenance verification [CPV] uses a property known as data provenance integrity which improves the trustiness of the system and its data. The system security is enhanced at kernel level. CPV makes use of trusted platform module for detection of fake key stroke. With TPM operating system can identify malware initiated network calls. The propose system consist of two modules sign and verify which prevent tampering of data. Sign module generates signature for outgoing packets from application layer. The packets are encrypted with advanced cryptography algorithm at transport layer and send to verify module along with communication key. Verify module decrypts the received packets and verify them for being malicious. TMP is used for secure key storage which prevents malware from injecting fake keystrokes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is large number of computer those affected by malware software or programs. The different type of intrusive program such as spyware, virus, worm, bots, Trojan causes damage to system. By creating variety of problems as identity theft, DOS attacks, fake keystroke injection, disabling the firewall, spam, backdoor entries, increased computing cycles. Number of malware attacks has grown significantly which is threat to OS integrity. Rootkit affects the system data at kernel level. It is stealthy software that used for hiding the some processes and programs. Rootkits are difficult to detect.

The goal of this paper is to detect the intrusive attack on the system which mostly took place at kernel level and prevents them efficiently. OS integrity maintained with help of cryptographic provenance verification technique and trust platform module.

Basic idea is to identify whether the network call is initiated by user or malicious bot. The attacker mostly target the network layer with intend to modify system resources. Operating system is unable to identify original user call and malware initiated call. As result malware could easily bypass the firewall of system. But with cryptographic provenance verification technique avoids such attacks and improves the trustiness of data.

The TPM is basically micro controller with cryptographic capabilities and is designed to improve platform security with protected storage for keys and other important tasks. It is hardware but along with supporting software it provides functionality for root of trust. TPM hardware allows execution of some cryptographic functions. It protects the cryptographic function from outside agents by restricting access to such agents. With both hardware and software TPM helps to protect encryption as well as signature keys. TMP is designed for protecting keys when they not encrypted.

TMP provide space for two keys endorsement key and attestation key. Endorsement key is public or private key pair of size 2048 bits. It is a unique key and private key is generated within the TMP which confidential. Service provider is authenticated with attestation key.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Survey
Deian Stefan, et al.[3] proposed a robust bot detection approach know as Telling hUman and Bot Apart (TUBA) with TPM. This approach deals with the way human and bots interact with computer. It uses human characteristic behavior of user to differentiate between human and bots. There is difference in the human and bots interaction with system which is captured by TUBA. This difference is used to detect weather the user is human or not. For example human have unique rhythms while key stroking, unique surf patterns, clicking patterns.

Deian Stefan, et al. [5] used keystroke patterns of user for detection of system affected by malware and find out the malware attacks. The proposed model is cost effective biometric technique used for distinguishing human users. User’s key event pattern was monitor with framework called as TUBA. Attacker was considered to be automated rather than human user which is program that responsible for manipulations by producing fake key events. Keystroke patterns of the user were considered as effective tool for identifying malicious activities on system. By implementing two automatic attacks Gaussian bot and noise bot were used to inject key events by copied the user patterns. With these attacks TUBA framework gave accurate result using human key stroke as feature. TUBA proved to effective and advanced tool for malware detection. TMP was used for detecting fake key events and identifying intruders.

AratiBaligaet al. [6] proposed tool Gibraltar used maintaining integrity of kernel level data structure against the rootkit attack. It detects the rootkit at control as well as non-control
data. The method for detection of rootkit comprises of two phases, training phase which enforces some invariants over the kernel level data structures. At enforcement phase the invariants are checked for violation. Any violation of the invariants indicates the presence of rootkits.

AratiBaliga et al.[7] discovered new class malware attack on kernel which not dose to use any hiding methodthat was used by rootkits. The attacks are worst because damage done to computer not known to user and intrusion detection system. Without prior knowledge such type of attacks are difficult detect.

Table 1.Evaluation of Related Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referred topic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human characterist ic behavior for malware detection (Deian Stefan)</td>
<td>Malware detection is based on characteristic behavior of user and which was used to avoid intrusive attack.</td>
<td>Telling hUman and Bot Apart (TUBA) technique is used bots detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key stroke Integrity (Deian Stefan)</td>
<td>Key stroke event from user are used as behavior characteristic.</td>
<td>A cost effective biometric technique(TUBA) used for distinguishing human users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rootkit detection at kernel level (AratiBaliga )</td>
<td>Security to kernel data structure is provided against rootkits which modify the non-control data.</td>
<td>A technique is provided to detect kernel level attacks with tool Gibraltar that maintains kernel integrity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data tampering at kernel (Arati Baliga)</td>
<td>New class of attacks on kernel is revealed which needs the signature for detection.</td>
<td>Prototypes designed for such attack along with classification of data tampering methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware detection with BINDER(W eidong Cui)</td>
<td>Solution for automatic detection of break ins is provided which based on user intent and outgoing connections.</td>
<td>BINDER is host based system to detect break ins without need for signature new malware attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data integrity at network (Jan Goebel)</td>
<td>Integrity of kernel is affected by intrusion through network.</td>
<td>N-gram analysis and scoring function is used to protect system in network against the malwares.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weidong Cui et al. [8] proposed malware detection approach BINDER for detecting break-ins by capturing malicious extrusions. It works effectively and in efficient manner without requiring signature of various types of malware attacks. BINDER architecture detects new types of malicious attacks by establishing relationship with user intent and user key stroke or mouse clicks.

Jan Goebel et al. [9] provided approach for detecting affected system by intrusion on network. By using n-gram analysis with scoring function is used to serve the purpose. In network system is affected mostly by channels such as email or intrusive websites. Communication channel between bots and attacker provide a ways for detection.

All the above techniques are useful for increasing kernel level security.

2.2 Motivation

The modern day malware attacks are more sophisticated and complex which area of major concern. There are number of malware detection techniques used to protect kernel integrity and system data. The detection techniques are insufficient due stealthy and pervasive nature of attacks. Cryptographic provenance verification is efficient technique to protect sensitive information for system. This technique along with TPM provides the efficient way to prevent malware from fake key stroke injection with improved kernel level security.

3. PROPOSED MODEL

3.1 Model

The system will make use of trusted platform module and advanced cryptographic algorithm for security enhancements. The integrity of system is achieved by storing keys within TMP chip. The proposed system provides protection for both application data and Kernel data. It also protects the outgoing packets from application layer to the layers beneath by maintain the integrity of such packets. Original data is protected with provenance verification by providing resistant against malware attacks.Integrity application data and kernel data is maintained where application data is result of user actions and kernel data is system generated data.

For secure and effective malware detection two special modules are used, sign and verify. Both of these modules verify the key stroke entered by user with provenance approach. Sign module is placed at transport layer and verify module at network layer so that packets from network would be authenticated for signature at the verify module.

3.2 Key generation and exchange

Sign module establishes connection with verify module initial for key exchange process.Each of sign module and verify module have pair of public/private key. Initially Public key is shared between two modules.

Algorithm:
1) Connection establishment between sign and verify module.
2) Public key sharing with between sign and verify module.
3) Random key generation at sign module.
4) Random key generation at verify module.
5) Generation symmetric key and signing key using EOR operation with randomly generated numbers.
6) Sign module generates signature for packet with signing key and UMAC in encrypted format.

Sending the packet in encrypted with advanced cryptographic algorithm to verify module[2].
Fig 1: System overview

Use symmetric for at verify module for decryption of received packet and verifying it for being suspicious based on signature stored at hash table.

4. CONTRIBUTION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, cryptographic data provenance verification approach is used for integrity of kernel level data. It provides secure channel for key storage. This system supports the malware detection using advanced cryptography and UMAC signature generation concept. System proposes the use of advanced method against forgery by storing cryptographic keys in TPM, which acts as sealed storage and identifies malicious attacks.

In future, this trusted approach could be used for distributed networks which are more vulnerable to collusive attacks.
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